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Smart workspaces beyond time.
As the name suggests, Pitstop defines alternative spaces to
conduct brief individual and team efforts and minute meetings.
Creating alternative spaces within spaces, Pitstop provides
technological solutions and versatility, an option to work and
rest without having to hide behind walls.
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New working culture of modern times increases the need for teamwork,
and ‘we’ is now more significant than ‘I’. On the other hand, rising real
estate prices limit usage spaces, and space planning becomes more and
more important. In line with these developments, offices need defined
spaces for teamwork, interviews, and focused individual efforts.
Pitstop has a compact structure to create new spaces within spaces
without being limited by walls, offering an answer to requirements of new
age work environment as a whole. Pitstop has 4 versions: Pitstop, Pitstop
Lounge, Phonestop and Videostop. Nurus Links®

Pitstop features a fixed or height-adjustable table option mounted on
its inner surface. Pitstop Lounge can be preferred to have two couches
facing opposite directions or a table and an armchair. Phonestop and
Videostop feature acoustic walls, establishing a private space to facilitate
concentration in open offices, and help make private phone calls.
Along with lighting and acoustic solutions, Pitstop also includes Nurus
Links® connections, introducing premium technological features. Nurus
Links® provides power source and internet connection, along with USB
charger, VGA, and HDMI sockets for screens. While inner surface of
Pitstop offers a variety of choices, outer surface also offers mountable
high table, screen, and vertical flower pot features to ensure functional
utilization.
Creating spaces within spaces, Pitstop is an ideal choice for teamwork
and meetings, as well as individual effort.
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